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Translated by Sudipto Gupta.THROWBACK ‘s director Len Wiseman and “The Fanatic” star Guy Pearce are in talks to star in Universal’s pitch “” which has a spec script by “” and “”.” Andrew Landu will make his debut at the studio after “”.” will direct from a script that he co-wrote with Saw veteran James Wan. David
Leitch will produce. Wiseman and Pearce are in negotiations to star in “,” a spec script that is currently going out to directors. Eric Heisserer is writing the project, and Wan is set to produce and possibly direct the project. Producers on “” include Wan, Heisserer, James Vanderbilt, Phil Hay, and Scott Stuber. The plot

revolves around a con artist who sets his plan in motion when he meets the girl of his dreams. Just like in the original “”, it follows a cop and thief trying to stop a new mastermind before he can fulfill his diabolical vision, but they find themselves on the run in a “high-stakes game of cat-and-mouse.” “” is a remake of
the 1996 Gus Van Sant pic “”, which was co-written by Jeremy Leven, who wrote and will direct the remake. “” was written by Patrick Melton & Marcus Dunstan, who will write and direct the reboot of the “” franchise from an idea they came up with with screenwriter Simon West. Peter Safran will produce “” for New

Regency, which is also executive producing the Universal feature “”. Sean Hood, David Dobkin, and Jeremy Leven will also executive produce the project for New Regency. Wiseman’s television resume includes “”, “”, “”, and “”, as well as “”. “” was produced by Panacea and 20th Century Fox. In January, WBTV
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